
        Sustainable Innovation- & idea management
Creativity, ideas, innovation, incubation and successful implementation
are crucial for staying ahead in any industry, but especially in the world
of finance. New international regulations, sustainable investing,
cryptocurrencies in combination with digitalization and AI, will change
the landscape drastically in the coming years. Innovation is not a
luxury anymore, it’s crucial for survival. 
. 
       Finance professionals
Klaus Labecki has worked for banks and international asset managers
from his home country Germany and abroad for over 20 years. He has
analysed dozens of innovative ideas and brought new processes and
products into the (financial) world.
As a process specialist and project manager, he makes sure that ideas
from the minds of the employees enrich companies with valuable
innovations.     

      Happy event planners
Klaus Labecki provides short inspiring speeches, keynotes, breakout
sessions and workshops on idea and innovation management. He has
a ‘no problem’ attitude as a speaking professional and strives to make
event planners happy and audiences - live and online - inspired.

     Inspired audience
In his speeches, he gives insights out of his expertise as idea manager.
In his presentations, he shows the importance and value of creating an
innovation mindset and practical steps how to incorporate this into
the daily operations of (financial) companies.

S P E A K E R  S H E E T

“The future of your company 
already exists in the minds 

of your employees”

TESTIMONIALS
 

“Innovation is a question of
experience” – In this sense Klaus
Labecki acts as a communicator

between innovative employees and
the company.”

 
Horst Babinsky, 

ASB GLOBAL
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“Klaus always remains authentic and
knows how to conjure up the

necessary motivation by decisive
impulses at the right moment.”

 
Stephan Streller, 

Director at IBIS Prof. Thome AG
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For information & booking
www.klaus-labecki.com 

connect@klaus-labecki.com
 +33 (0) 640 334496

 


